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This is a demographic transition model:
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The units used for birth rate and death rate in this model are most lil~ely to be
A. percentage of total population per year.
B. numbers per square kilometre.

~ numbers per thousand individuals per year.
D. total numbers per year.

Fertility rate is
A. the total number of births minus the total number of deaths in a country. ,
B. the number of births per thousand individuals in a population per year.

~ the number of births per thousand women of child-bearing age per year.
D. the average number of children a woman has in her lifetime.

(Total 1 mark)

(Total 1 mark)
The following table shows the human population ( 10 6) of six countries for the years 1960 and
2000.

Population ( 10 6)
1960                   2000

Australia 10 19
Brazil 72 172
China 650 1273
Nigeria Q~, ~i
United Kingdom 52 59
United States 181 285

[Source: Population Reference Bureau, www.prb.org]

From the data above, determine
(i) in which country the population has increased by the greatest number.,
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(ii) the percentage of population growth in Ni~eria-
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,Q .utline factorli t,hat h,.ave af~fe.cted hurpan pgpulation growth in eit, her Nigeriaor China.
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(c)

(d)

S~tate two factors that may affect the human tarrying capacity of a country.
~Lo~....+~.c.3a..(.~.~.:~+..(~ .~:O~.L~..~...+.~ ~.~,~.~ ..~.~. ~.v.~i.\.~.~. ~.~ .~
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State whether the h~ population of a ciW is ~ open~tem, a closed syste~
isolated system. Expl~n yo~ ~wer.          , ....

....... ~’"’~+" +~ ....................T ............,"~ +" "’" + ...........

.~u~ca~i~%...La~.~oN~...~..i~.~.a~.~...~..~.u!~ ........................

(3)

What is the definition of crude birth rate?
A. The total number of births per year.

(~ The number of births per thousand individualsperyear.
C. The percentage of births per year in a population.
D. The predicted birth rate of a country.

(Total 1 mark)

The graph below shows human population projections by region.
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By approximately how many times is the world population in 2125 expected to exceed the
population in 19507
A. 5

(~ 4
C. 3
D. 2

(Total 1 mark)



These are mgdels of population pyramids.
II

o

III

The correct labels for axes in population pyramids are

x-axis y-axis
age range percentage of population

population size survival rate
survival rate population size

percentage of population age range

The data below refer to the world population in1998.
Crude birth rate = 23 per thousand
Crude death rate = 9 per thousand

The Natural Increase Rate was
@ 1.4.

B. 14.
1.4

1000
D. impossible to calculate from these data alone.

IV

(Total 1 mark)

(Total 1 mark)



The table below gives human population statistics for country A and country B in millions.

~ Year

Country
1940 1960 1980 2000 2020

A 100 120 130 135 138

B 50 60 ¯ . 80 ¸. 110 150

(a)

8

(i) On the axes below, sketch the population growth curves for country A and country
13 between the years 1940 and 2020.

(ii)
y~

~ch co~, A or B, is most likely to be the developing co--W? Expl~ yo~

(b) The age/sex pyramids below show the populations of developed and developing countries
in 1998.
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10.

[Source: Worm Population Prospect& 1998 Revision, Population Reference Bureau - United Nations.
www.prb.or#/pdf/threepatterns.pdf.]

(i)

(ii)

Estimate how many people under the age of 15 there are in developing countries
and developed countries.
Developing: .._.[ .~...~..~...NXt .~ .k..(....~..~....~......~..~...~:.~.....!.~ .~..~ ...1.~...~. 1~)~:~5..
Developed: ...~....~..~....~...! !~...k ~ ~..~.. ~.....f..~_o~.o... ~ ~..’...e~.~..~3..i~ .~ ...........

(2)

O)
(iii) Discuss the significance of two differences, other than the number of people under

~e^age of 15, between the two age/sex py ramids above.
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m e~-~d~0,~ e.x~\~.6~.~ c.~, 6~
in a demographic transition model \ t, o.t,~ or~-~

changes in birth rate lag behind changes in     ~t~’.
changes in death rate lag behind changes in birth rate.

C. birth and death rates change together.
D. birth rates change in the opposite direction to death rates.

(Total 1 mark)
A population has a Natural Increase Rate of 2.0 %. The crude birth and death rates (per
thousand) for this population could be                   .

Crude birth rate Crude death rate
A. 12 32

f~ 32 12
C. 12 14
D. 14 12

(Total 1 mark)

11. Which of the following has been most effective in reducing growth rates in human populations?

12.

13.

Improved sanitation and disease control
Aid programmes which provide food to countries in famine
Policies which improve agricultural development
Policies which increase the economic independence of women

For a population with a Natural Increase Rate of 2 %, the doubling time in years is
A. 70.           /o/~ = ?Q)

35.
3.5. =

D. 0.7.

(Total 1 mark)

(Total 1 mark)
If in a human population of 10 000, there are 200 births per year and 100 deaths per year, the
Natural Increase Rate would be
A.: 0.01.

~ , ,, ~- !O_ I,O NS¢,
(Totallmark)



14.

~ crude death rate per thousand?
14

C. 42

15.

A population has a crude birth rate of 28 per thousand and a rate of increase of 1.4 %. What is

China’s average family size has fallen from 5.~8 to 2.~4 in the last 20 years. Which of the
following could have produced this change?
A. levels ,V,~ i-~

InCrease in the death rate in rural areas.
Education about �ontrac6ption methods -

D. Genetic changes in the population

(Total 1 mark)

(Total 1 mark)
16. A country has a birth rate of 10 per thousand and a death rate of 7 per thousand. Which

statement is most likely to be correct?
A. ¯ The population of this developing country is increasiiag~v_~e.jy rapidly. ~, ~-r-

([~). The natural increase rate of this developed country ig’0 3 ~)~----_Ixi-Ll;, 1" = r’a\’~L2 =" ~’~’~
C. The doubling time for this developed country is about 30 years.
D. This developing country has a natural increase rate of 3.0 %.

(Total~mark)
17. If the crude birth rate of a country is 27 per thousand per year and the crude death rate is 7 per

thousand per year, what would the natural increase rate be?
A. 35 %

<D 2%
(Total 1 mark)

18. Which of the following factors contribute t in a human population?
I. Greater education opportunities.for women~
II. Improved access to family planningv"
III. Improved public health care v~

A. I only
B. I and II only
C. II only

1~ I, II and III

(Total 1 mark)

19.

20.

The data below relate to the world population at a particular time.
Crude birth rate = 35 per thousand
Crude death rate = 20 per thousand
what was the natural increase rate at the time?

B. -1.5
C. 15                       IO

(Total 1 mark)

No

Which of the following statements is incorrect?
A. The decline in fert, ility rate is mainly due to improvements in family planning and

education. ~/~-5
Due to improvements in medical care, death rates have declined and life expectancy has
increased. X]0_3
Fertility rates in developing countries tend to be 1o~.~
Throughout history the world population has grown continuously. \! e ~..

(Total 1 mark)



21.
Country Crude birth rate Crude death rate Natural increase

/ thousand / thousand rate
Angola 46 24 X
Portugal 11 Z 0.1

Which row in the table below correctly gives the values of X and Z?

X Z
22 10.9
2.2
70 -10.9
-22 11.1

\0

(Total 1 mark)


